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Abstract—With the adoption of a globalized and distributed IC design flow, IP piracy, reverse engineering, and counterfeiting threats
are becoming more prevalent. Logic obfuscation techniques including logic locking and IC camouflaging have been developed to
address these emergent challenges. A major challenge for logic locking and camouflaging techniques is to resist Boolean satisfiability
(SAT) based attacks that can circumvent state-of-the-art solutions within minutes. Over the past year, multiple SAT attack resilient
solutions such as Anti-SAT and AND-tree insertion (ATI) have been presented. In this paper, we perform a security analysis of these
countermeasures and show that they leave structural traces behind in their attempts to thwart the SAT attack. We present three
attacks, namely “signal probability skew” (SPS) attack, “AppSAT guided removal (AGR) attack, and “sensitization guided SAT” (SGS)
attack”, that can break Anti-SAT and ATI, within minutes.
Index Terms—Hardware security, Logic locking, Logic encryption, IC camouflaging, Boolean satisfiability, SAT.
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I NTRODUCTION

1.1 The need for hardware IP protection
In present-day semiconductor manufacturing, integrated circuits (ICs) are designed and fabricated in a globalized multivendor environment, leading to concerns such as IC piracy,
overproduction and counterfeiting [2]. A malicious foundry can
reverse-engineer a GDSII layout file to obtain its gate-level netlist,
or overbuild ICs to sell them illegally, leading to a serious
economic loss to IC design companies [3], [4]. Moreover, the
design may be pirated during test/assembly stages [5], or malicious
circuits in the form of Hardware trojans may be embedded in
the design [4]. Even an end-user may pirate the design using the
state-of-the-art reverse engineering tools [6]. Reverse engineering
can can extract design/technology details of an IC using imaging
techniques. It involves several steps that include: depackaging an
IC, delayering and imaging individual layers, and analyzing the
collected images to identify design/IP details [6].
1.2 Design-for-trust techniques
Several design-for-trust countermeasures, including logic locking [7], IC camouflaging [8], and split manufacturing [9] have
been developed to prevent IP piracy and reverse engineering attacks [10], [11]. Among these countermeasures, logic locking [5],
[7], [12]–[16] and IC camouflaging [8], [17], [18] have gained
significant interest from the research community as they can be
easily integrated within the existing IC design flow. Moreover,
as opposed to split manufacturing, both of these countermeasures
provide security against reverse engineering attacks carried out
by a malicious end-user. Logic locking and IC camouflaging are
typically referred to as hardware obfuscation techniques as they
obfuscate/hide critical design details from the attacker.
Logic locking. Logic locking is a gate-level technique; a
design is locked by inserting additional locking circuitry post logic
synthesis [11], [20], [21] as illustrated in Figure 1. The design
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can be unlocked/made functional by only loading the secret key
onto on-chip tamper-proof memory. An example locked netlist
constructed using XOR/XNOR key gates is shown in Figure 2(c).
IC camouflaging. IC camouflaging is a layout level technique;
selected gates in the design are replaced with their camouflaged
counterparts [8], [17]–[19], [22]. Camouflaged gates look identical
from the top-view but can implement different functions. An
example INV/BUF camouflaged gate is shown in Figure 3 [23];
the gate behaves either as a buffer or an inverter as dictated by
the configuration of contacts 1 and 2 being either real or dummy.
Transformations between logic locking and IC camouflaging have
been proposed, enabling security analysis of both techniques using
the same set of tools/algorithms [19]. Throughout this paper, we
discuss the security aspects using the terminology associated with
logic locking.
Traditional locking locking. An important research question
in logic locking (and IC camouflaging) is to find the gate locations
in a netlist that can be locked (or camouflaged) with maximum
security benefits per unit implementation overhead. The earlier research efforts focused on developing gate selection strategies (e.g.,
random [7], fault analysis-based [14], or interference-based [20])
that determine the gates to be locked (camouflaged) within the
netlist [7], [8], [14], [20].
SAT attack resilient logic locking. Since the inception of
a Boolean satisfiability (SAT) based attack against logic locking/camouflaging techniques, the focus of research has shifted
towards developing countermeasures that offer strong resilience
against the SAT attack [17], [18], [24] (see Section 2.4 for
details.). The attack uses specialized distinguishing input patterns (DIPs) for iteratively refining the key search space. The
techniques developed recently to mitigate the SAT attack include
SARLock [25], Anti-SAT [26], CamoPerturb [23], and AND-tree
insertion (ATI) [27] (See Section 2.5 for details). The fundamental
theme underlying these techniques is to utilize point functions
implemented by AND/NAND/OR/NOR trees to minimize the
number of keys eliminated per DIP.

